
11/27/70 

Dear Cyril, 

Relet 24: Forst case where you might be able to help, whether or not as witness, 
is in my-  suit for pictures of the c,o-thing and access to it. I an pro se. The govt 
his !loc., sought a sunmary judgement or dismissal. I responded by answering parts of 
their response and moving for a summary judgement. No word since. 

Looking forward to a full hearing (assuming I'll not get a summary judgement), 
one of the questions I cannot answer but should anticipate is the possibility of being 
able to go ieto the fact, to show evtive for supeeession. In short, for going further 
than arguing only that I am entitled to this under the law, that the GSA-family con-
tract ie illegal, that ownership of the film is vested in the hospital, meaning federal 
government, things like that. 

If I can and do go into the evidnce, I'll need several kinds of experts; 
Une to what is sensational and undignified and to compare two illustrations, to 

show that what I seek is less so than what is readily available. 
another to reea the pictures I have. i have several very good ones of the shirt, 

front and back. I think a qualified expert could testify that the holes in the front 
were not and could not have been made by a bullet, especially one of the character of 
399. Thus, if you are not Nualified. to have such an expert opinion, perhaps you know 
one, maybe a crimipolo.zist, upon whom I right draw. In there an honest one in D-who 
I'd not be able to Pay? 

Perhaps one on photography, to testify to whether or not what ie available is 
good photography, evidentiary photography, susceptible of satisfactory enlarging so 
that mealiil 	extract J, etc. 

This suit holds the possibility of blowing the official fiction up, if the 
pictures i have hold the meaning 1 give. I'm sorry you've never been able to get here 
to sec this c:31 what else I have ti at La relevant (and. will not use in enis suit, 
holding it for another). 

I think it is also possible that A.J has selected this one for a full hearing for 
a number olT purposes, one that I'm without a lawyer, another to hide taatlina the 
Ke nedys and the contract, and one not as obvious, to try and frame the Secret Service 
with responsibility for suppression-in the most delicate eree. 

Bost r:gards, 
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44,4 
November 2 4, 19 70 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route #8 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold: 

Just a note to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 15 November 1970. 
I am glad to learn that some of your lawsuits are proceeding to trial, and I can 
only hope for all our sake that you are successful. 

As I have stated previously, if there are specific ways in which I can 
possibly be of assistance, I will certainly give serious consideration to testi-
fying as an expert in forensic pathology and related areas. You will have to let 
me know when such a specific situation develops, and you will then have to tell 
me exactly what is involved. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Cyril . Wecht, M.D., J.D. 

CHW/mg 


